Caspa HD Camera
Product datasheet

PKG00501 USD25.00

Caspa HD

Communicating over a 2-lane MIPI CSI-2 bus, this small high-quality camera is capable of capturing 5MP images with minimal pixel cross-talk. It also records Quad-HD (2560x1440) video at 30 FPS, and 1080p or 720p video at 60 FPS.

COMPATIBLE WITH THE INTEL® JOULE™ MODULE

RECOMMEND PURCHASING WITH THE ACTIVE COOLING SYSTEM FOR INTEL® JOULE™ MODULE

Features
- 10-bit RGB RAW output
- Ultra Low Power Mode (ULPM)
- 1- or 2-lane MIPI CSI-2 with SCCB control interface

Product links
- Technical Specifications
- Quickstart
- Geppetto® Workspace